Little Roni Publishes, LLC
Byhalia, MS

TAM Self-Help Books
You CAN workbooks $10/ea
Buy on Amazon or our website!

Providing free advice and
affordable book services
Helping more writers become
published authors, every day!

Bestselling Author, Public
Speaker, Editor, and Book Designer, Ellen C. Maze Sallas, is
The Author’s Mentor.

Email: ellenmaze@aol.com
TAM subsidiary of Little Roni Publishes, LLC Byhalia, MS

The Author’s Mentor
IF YOU HAVE WRITTEN—
OR ARE CURRENTLY
WRITING—A BOOK (fiction or
non-fiction), The Author’s Mentor
can help you navigate the waters of

Helping Writers Publish --- Now!
QUICK LOOK: For those who decide to
hire The Author’s Mentor (TAM) to format,
design, and publish their book in paperback
and eBook (for Kindle and Nook), the following is a quick run-down of what TAM
provides and what the author is guaranteed:



"Glazing edit" included (hard edit is
offered at additional cost)*



Help setting up the different author
accounts to receive your royalties from
the companies selling your book
(CreateSpace, Kindle, and Nook, if applicable)



Promotion on my social websites, as
well as continued mentoring as needed

the modern publishing industry.
Whether you seek to be traditionally
contracted or to self-publish your
work, I can help with free advice/
guidance, and –for those who require it—low-cost services to pre-

$550 FLAT RATE to go from raw
pre-edited* manuscript to published paperback, distributed worldwide via Amazon.com, available wherever
books are sold online (Kindle eBook included). Included in this flat fee:

pare your manuscript for print and
eBook, helping you get the finished



Beautiful interior formatting for the paperback



eBook formatting and subsequent uploading to Kindle (Add $25 to include
B&N Nook)



Custom, artist-created book cover, front,
spine, and back. Will be used for paperback and eBooks



Uploading (actually publishing for sale)
for publication with CreateSpace (an
Amazon company; the world’s largest
book retailer), and publishing on Kindle

product not only in your hand, but
on sale to the world.

AUTHOR KEEPS ALL RIGHTS
AUTHOR GETS 100% OF THE
ROYALTIES/NO SHARE w/TAM
 TURNAROUND is currently 5-12
weeks (varies by project complexity)
from MS/payment received to publication.
 DISCOUNTS for authors who hire
TAM to do multiple titles, such as a
series of books



*Editing is provided at an additional fee.
Ask if you even need editing. TAM will
give you options for all budgets!

Do you need an illustrator?
TAM can help you find and hire one!

